
WHAT'S
THE ANSWER?

I

[Contribtttions published in this departrnen.t are paid for according to Ott·y regular space mtes.]

"In the A.RA. code, the color-light signal indications
for four-block systems Me: Red-aver-red for stop;
yellow-aver-red for one-block clear; yellow-aver-green

Questions To Be Answered
(I) At drawbridges do you provide interlocl:

ing protection between the bridge mechanism
(wedge-d1'iving apparatus and turning mecha
nism) and the interlocking rna,chine?' If so, what
kind of checks arc used and how is a conflict in
the operation of the bridge mechanism and inter
locking machine prevented?'

(2) IVhat advantages accrue from the elimi··
nation of indication locking on swit::h control
levers?' Are there any serious disadvantages?

(3) What practical applications of graphic re
cording instnm!ents have you made to keep a
performance check on certain signaling facilities?'

(4) What are some of the best ways to ferret
out trot!bles from grounds at an e!<ctric inter
locking plant and on automatic signal circuits?'

(5) In preparing rules for the operation of
trains by signal indication, using the centralized
dispatcher controlled system, is it desirable to
leave the time table in effect, or should the signal
indicat'ions supersede all other rights?'

lower light in each case repeats the upper light of
the signal ahead. By adding yellow-over-yellow, a
four-block system can be provided, the lower light
still repeating the upper light ahead, the arrangement
being: '

Red-O\'er-red = Stop
Yellow-aver-red = Stop at next signal
Yellow-aver-yellow = Stop at second signal
Green-aver-yellow = Prepare to pass next signal at not

exceeding medium sDeed
Green-aver-green = Proceed

By this arrangement, light-out protection is pro
vided as the proceed indication is always given by
two green lights, a single green being regarded as an
imperfectly displayed signal, Rule 27 of the Standard
Code always governing.

It should be noted that red in combination with
yellow is displayed only in advance of a signal indi
cating stop,

At interlockings at which three light units are in
use, there must be some modification. It is possible
that three greens may be used for proceed, or perhaps
two greens over red; then again, it may be advisable
to put out the bottoin light of a three-unit signal,
when the top and middle unit display green. There
must also be some modification with respect to the
display of the middle and slow-speed indications.
This requires careful study and no one should jump
at conclusions. Another scheme which perhaps
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for two blocks clear; and green-aver-red for three or
more blocks clear. What improvement of this arrange
ment can yau suggest to secure better light-out protec
tion and to eliminate the use of red for the higher-speed
indications?'''

Outlines System of Color-Light Aspects for Both
Three-Block and Four-Block Signaling

Bv F. B. WIEGAND
Signal Engineer, -Jew York Central, Cleveland Ohio

W HAT I am suggesting might be termed an
improvement with respect to the elimination of

the use of red for the higher-speed indications, but it
at the. same time provides adequate light-out protec
tion. I suggest the use of two greens for "Proceed,"
as with the lower quadrant signals (with home and
distant blade), a large number of which are still in
use. The set-up as given in the question has hereto
fore been referred to as a three-block system:

Red-aver-red indicating stop.
Yellow-aver-red indicating stop at next signal and an

immediate reduction to medium speed.
Yellow-aver-green indicating pass next signal at not ex

ceeding medium speed, and
Green-aver-red indicating proceed.

Without the radical change in the typical aspects
as they appear in the Standard Code, and perfectly
consistent therewith, as the Code specifically states
that the aspects shown are typical and that each road
should show the aspects it uses; the following, with
some slight modification at interlockings, can be
used:

Red-aver-red = Stop
Yellow-aver-red = Stop at next signal
Green-aver-red = Prepare to pass next signal at not ex

ceeding medium speed
Green-aver-green = Proceed

By such an arrangement it will be noted that the

Signal Aspects for A
Four..Block System
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might be considered at variance with the Standard
Code, but which in my opinion is worthy of consider
ation, is as follows:

Three greens = Proceed
Two greens'= Proceed at medium speed
One green = Proceed at slow speed
Two yellows =. Medium speed prepared to stop at

next signal
One yellow = Slow speed prepared to stop at next

signal
Red-over-yellow = Proceed at restricted speed

With this system, red is displayed only when the
signal indicates "stop," except in combination with
yellow, when the signal indicates "proceed at re
stricted speed." With the display of these indica
tions, the speed at which the train movements are to
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Scheme of signal aspects where three-light units are used

be made can be displayed in automatic territory, be
tween interlockings, as well as at interlockings. In
this system of indication, the light-out feature has
been objected to; however, this should not be objec
tionable as a light-out results in the display of a
lower-speed indication than the one which is permis
sible. With the color-light, position-light and color
position-light signal, the lights burn only behind such
lenses as give the indication. The light-out feature is
merely a matter of education.

Not Necessary Always to Use Same Number of
Lamps for Signal Aspects

By J. E. SAUNDERS

Signal Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
Hoboken, N. J.

T HE block signal and interlocking rules, adopted
as part of the Standard Code of the A.R.A. on

January 17, 1928, allows considerable latitude in the
selection of signal aspects to provide certain stand
ard indications. It is a fallacy to assume that color
light signals need bear any relation whatsoever to a
single system of semaphore blade aspects. It is much
better to provide simpler and more readily compre
hended aspects, even though the number of lamps
may vary, than always to use a given number of
lamps even though certain of these are not required
for the aspect displayed. For instance, the color
light signal aspects and indications for a three-block
indication (four-block system) might better be: Red
for "Stop"; yellow for "Prepare to stop at next sig
nal"; yellow-over-green for "Approach next signal
at not exceeding medium speed" ; and green for "Pro
ceed." When an automatic signal is concerned, the

red for "Stop" may be supplemented by a number
blade to indicate "Stop, then proceed."

The above is in compliance with the Code. A pos
sible improvement on this is to substitute yellow
over-yellow for the yellow-over-green approach
medium signal. A light-out relay has served for some
time as a certain protection against improper display
of indication caused by a lamp burning out. It should
be noted that both of the above schemes eliminate
the red, excepting o·.lly whe a stop is required.
When it is more generally realized that the stop at a
"stop, then proceed" signal is only a disciplinary
measure, that has little bearing on the safety to the
train after passing the signal, the red-over-yellow
aspect can be substituted for red at an automatic
signal. Protection can be provided against a lamp
burning out under all conditions as stated, by the
use of a single light-out relay at each signal location.

Reviews Progress That Has Been Made in Direction
of Simplified Aspects--Presents Several

Good Examples

By HENRY M. SPERRY

Consulting Engineer, New York

T HE question asked in the January issue of Railwa:y
Signaling is a most important one in the operation

of our railways, because it relates to the use of the
red light in the aspects of color-light signals. The
diagram used in explanation of the question shows
that the aspects of the proceed indication is a green
light over a red light. The question is "how to elimi
nate the use of red for the higher-speed indications."
This question has been so fully answered by the
present-day practice of a number of important roads,
both here and abroad and so fully discussed, that all
I can do is to call attention to these discussions and
briefly sum up the efforts that have been made to
eliminate the red light in the aspects of proceed sig
nals. First I will sum up by quoting the salient
points of the many discussions of this subject. From
the Railway Age editorial of March S, 1929:

"An ideal arrangement of simplified signal aspects
is that which will permit an engineman to concen
trate on the one unit which gives him authority to
proceed, or directs him to reduce speed as the case
may be. If an engineman must pick out a green
light, shown simultaneously with one or more red
lights, more time is required for him to catch the
indication. Likewise, red lights lose their signifi
cance when he is passing them frequently. The solu
tion is to provide aspects such that an engine man
never has authority to pass a red light at speed. * * *

"For those roads which are adopting light signals
extensively, the fundamental difference which can be
used to advantage is that a light can be extinguished
when not needed in an aspect, whereas a semaphore
arm, together with its accompanying light, cannot be
so disposed of temporarily. For example, with the
position-light signal used on the Pennsylvania, the
lights in the second arm or unit are not illuminated
except when required in the aspect. The same effect
is secured with the color-position light signals used
on the Baltimore & Ohio. With a color-light signal,
when the light is out there is no signal, while with a
position-light signal when one light burns out, two
lamps are left to give the indication. For example,
in a color-light signal, with a "red" over a "green"
to indicate proceed not to exceed minimum speed, if
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the red light burns out, the green light, remaining
alone, indicates "proceed." With the position-light
signal, this hazard of a burned out light does not
exist, for there are three lights in a row for each
indication. Likewise with the color-position-light
signal, as used on the B. & 0., extra protection is
provided by using two lights in each row, and if one
light goes out the color still remains. * * *

"It may be seen, therefore, that means are avail
able to take advantage of this characteristic of light
signals to secure simplification of signal aspects as
compared with semaphores. The railroads of Eng-

COLOR lfITERLOCKING SIGNALS AUTOMATIC ROCK SlfoNALS
IG. GIVEl"I 1!>Y NAME IN.D1CATIOt{ NAME INOlCATlOl"l
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light prepared to
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Green
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An automatic block signal
is disfinqllisheci from an inter-light locking SIgnal by a numberplafe

D. L. & W. signal aspect and indication diagram rearranged
so as to place the aspects in the order given in the A. R. A.

Code, wherein proceed is placed first

land, in designing their four-aspect color-light sys
tem, did not follow the aspects of semaphores used
previously. * * * "

This editorial develops a strong case against the
present practice of using the combination aspect of
green and red for the proceed indication. This use of
green and red is equivalent to the command "GO
STOP," which, to say the least, is a confusing order.
From Railway Signaling of June, 1926, I quote the
following:

" * * * In a study of the signal indication diagrams
shown in the operating rule books of ten prominent
American roads, we find different night indications
of a green light over a red, a green over two reds,
and, in one case, a yellow over a green, over a red.
Red marker lights on automatic signals only tend to
extend the complications.

"It is quite generally conceded that with equal
illumination, a red light penetrates to a greater dis
tance than green. With combinations of colored
lights, an engineman on a train traveling at high
speed naturally picks up the red light first. Then,
thinking that in a second or two he may pick up a
yellow or green light to qualify the red light, he may
take no immediate action, but wait for the qualifying
colored light. With signals a mile apart on dense
traffic lines, where trains travel at speeds of 70 m.p.h.

or more, the few seconds' hesitation may be disas
trous in case the circumstances are such that the
qualifying lights are not being shown, but rather that
a stop indication is being exhibited.

"Certain American roads have developed signals
to simplify and reduce the number of aspects. The
position-light signal as developed on the Pennsyl
vania, and especially the five-aspect signal as used on
the Chicago Union Station, the color-light signal in
stallation on the suburban district of the Lackawanna
and the system of semaphore and light signals as
used on the Santa Fe all possess characteristics of
merit in respect to simplification, in fact, the Santa
Fe was one of the pioneers in this field. The signal
engineers of Great Britain have also given this prob
lem of simplification of signal aspects considerable
thought, and in a paper presented before the Institu
tion of Railway Signal Engineers in London recently,
\V. ]. Thorrowgood, signal and electrical superin
tendent of the Southern Railway (England), ex
plained in detail the advantages of a new system of
four-aspect, color-light signals being installed. Com
ing from England with the historic background of
the route-signaling system, this change is indeed an
innovation." * * *

This editorial carries the discussion a step further,
as it points out what has been accomplished by the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Pennsylvania, the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Southern
Railway of England in the use of simplified signal
aspects in which the "red" aspect is eliminated in
proceed at speed indications (not fully so on the
Pennsylvania). The Baltimore & Ohio should be
added to this list. 1 ow let us sum up what the rail
roads have done toward the simplification of aspects:

The Pennsylvania first used position-light signals
in 1915. The simplicity of the aspects is the distinc
tive feature of these signals. For example, the pro
ceed aspect of both block and interlocking is three
white lights in a vertical row, the equivalent of a
one-arm semaphore or of a green light. The position
light signals are in extensive use on the Pennsyl
vania, replacing the semaphore type.

Position-light signals have recently been installed
on the Lehigh Valley for directing train movements
through the two Musconetcong tunnels. The marked
simplicity of the aspects giving 11 indications are
shown in the diagram with the article describing the
signaling of the tunnels in Railway Signaling for De
cember, 1929, (p. 444).

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western first in
stalled color-light signals with simplified aspects in
1920. The feature of this system of aspects is that
the proceed aspect for both block and interlocking is
one green light. The red light in all cases means
stop, except when modified by a yellow or green
light indicating respectively slow or restricted speed.
Only eight aspects are required. This system of as
pects is in use on the heavy suburban district. I
quote the following from Railway Signaling, Novem
ber, 1927, (p. 434) :

"High-speed trains are operating on very close
headway in heavy traffic territory on the Lacka
wanna, using the indications of wayside signals
shown in the accompanying chart. It will be noted
that these do not differ materially from those pre
sented by Committee X at the stated meeting of the
Signal Section, A.R.A., in September. These aspects
and indications are used on multiple-track with re
verse-traffic operation, through a considerable num-
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ber of interlockings where there are not only through
traffic, but also switching operations. By the simple
expedient of a "light-out" relay, protection is secured
against a less restrictive indication being given owing
to a burned out lamp."

This system of simplified aspects has fully met the
exacting requirements of a heavy train movement
under close headway and, what is even more impor
tant, the trains are directed entirely by signal
indications.

The Baltimore & Ohio first used color-position
light signals in 1921. The aspects are a combination
of color and position. The proceed aspect is two green
lights in a vertical row. The distinctive feature of the
aspects is that for the three indications; proceed,
proceed- at- restricted- speed, and proceed- at - slovv
speed, no red lights are displayed. The necessity of
disregarding the stop aspect displayed in conjunction
with the proceed aspect is thus obviated. Under this
system of aspects, the proceed aspect gives the com
mand "Go," and not a confusing command, "Go
Stop."

On the recent installation on the B. & O. between
Grafton, W. Va., and Parkersburg, 102 miles, for the
operation of trains entirely by signal indication, color
position-light signals have been used throughout.
\iVhenever the stop color (red) or the stop position
(horizontal) is displayed, trains al'e required to stop;
aspects permitting a train to proceed without stop
ping are not given in conjunction with the stop colo'
or stop position. This means that the display of the
red aspect means stop, no trains being "required" to
pass a stop indication at speed.

The Institution of Railway Signal Engineers (of
England) appointed a committee in 1922 to deal with
the subject of signal aspects. The committee's well
considered report included a scheme of aspects for
color-light signals. This scheme was put into use on
the Southern Railway of England in 1926. The fol
lowing is quoted from a description of the installa
tion in Railway Signaling for June, 1926, (p. 234) :

"With the view of simplifying the signals. as far
as the enginemen are concerned, and to add to the
efficiency of the signals as regards the greater ca
pacity of the lines, the Institution of Railway Signal
Engineers has taken a great interest in the four
aspect color-light system of signaling. * * *

"The four aspects in the color-light system the
Southern is adopting are: Green to indicate 'clear';
double yellow for 'warning' (approach medium);
single yellow for 'caution'; and red to signify 'stop.'

"A green aspect will tell an engineman going at any
speed that he has a clear road and that the next signal
ahead at that moment is either a double yellow or a
green, and he will be sure to find one of the two when
he reaches it, except under emergencv conditions,
when, of course. any signal may be exhibited. Pass
ing a double-yellow aspect he receives a warning that
he has full braking distance, and that the next signal
ahead is at that moment in the 'caution' condition,
i.e., exhibiting a single-yellow aspect. Under such
conditions the engineman will take steps to get his
train under control. The single-yellow aspect cau
tions him that at that moment the next signal ahead
is in the 'stop' condition and that he must be prepared
to stop at that signal. He always comes to a double
yellow and a single-yellow before he reaches a red
or 'stop' aspect."

Under the system adopted by the Southern Rail
way, and I believe by other English railways, green

means "Go" and red means "Stop." Green over red
is not used for "proceed." To sum up, the simplified
system of signal aspects in use on the A. T. & S. F.,
the B. & 0., the D. L. & W., the L. V., the N. & W.,
the P. R. R., and on certain English railways, fully
answers the question as to how to eliminate "red for
the higher-speed indications."

This question is an old one as it was ably discussed
in the Railroad Gazette, May 20, 1892, (p 362), under
the title "To AV0id RUll'ing Past Red Light." In
this article the suggestion was made that for the
proceed aspect, the red light should be screened.
Nothing was done, however, until the light signals
came into use, and then it was discovered that by the
simple expedient of extinguishing lights, it was- pos
sible to simplify the aspects, so that the aspect for
proceed would give the order "Go," either by the
position of the lights, or by the color (green), and
with the lights for the "Stop" position, or red, extin
guished. The A. T. & S. F. in 1912 urged the adop
tion of a simplified system of signal aspects.

The other question is how to "secure better Iight
out protection." This question has been answered by
the position light and the color-position-light signals.
Light-out protection for the color-light signal can be
had by using a double-filament lamp, or two separate
lamps, or by plac'ing two red lights side by side, and
close together.

To continue the use of color-light aspects identical
with the night aspects of semaphore signals fails to
take advantage of the ease with which an electric
light can be extinguished for the purpose of simplify
ing the aspect. The subject is now receiving more
attention than heretofore. no doubt owing to the fact
tha t the night aspects of the semaphore signal were
only distinctly visible at night, whereas the color
light signals are working 24 hr. a day, and, due to
their higher visibility, are emphasizing the confusing
character of the proceed aspect, which shows both
green and red. The more general use of cab signals
will also force us to simplify color-light signal
aspects.

Why say "Go-Stop" or "Go-Stop-Stop" when we
mean "Go"?

Advocates a More Progressive Sequence of Signal
Aspects for a Four-Block System

By C. F. STOLTZ

Signal Engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. LOllis,
Cincinnati, Ohio

T HE color-light signal indications now in the Code
are not altogether consistent. There is per

mitted the use of red indications under the most
favorable conditions, which is not only unnecessary,
but highly undesirable. Red being the most restric
tive, yellow less restrictive and green unrestricti"e, a
system of signaling can be devised, which will dis
playa consistent set of indications and afford the
engineman a practical means of interpreting them.
In my opinion the correct indications for a four
block system are:

Red-aver-red = Stop
Yellow-aver-red = 1 block clear
Yellow-aver-yellow = 2 blocks clear
Green-aver-yellow = 3 blocks clear
Green-aver-green = 4 or more blocks clear

It will be noted that the colors displayed can be
given a numerical value. Red being 0, yellow I, and
green 2. The sum of the colors displayed on any
signal will indicate the number of blocks clear up to
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Arrangement of color-light signal aspects and circuit
sketch for a three-block system of signaling

4, and even a novice can determine his position with
relation to the stopping point. Another advantage
in the above system, is that it has the effect of pro
viding a preview to each block in advance, after the
first restrictive signal is encountered. It will be
noted that the lower light of each indication repeats
the top light of that following, and the red indication
appears only at the stop indication and at the lower
light of the signal next approaching the stop signal.

If but a three-block indication system is desired,
the yellow-over-yellow, may be omitted and the pre
view principle will still obtain. I believe the fore
",oing to be much more consistent and logical than
the present A. R. A. Code indications.

Recommends Changing Two of the Signal Aspects

By CLAUDE H. CAMERON
Signal Foreman, Canadian Pacific, Toronto, ant.

I N THE accompanying sketch I have shown a
three-block system of signal aspects and written

circuits for the control of the signals. It will be noted
that signal 0 and signal I have been left as required
by the A.R.A. code. In signal aspect 2 I have substi-

l'esllltedll1 reducing sl,,;ndl 1Ilnre"

Starting Motor Car
in Cold Weather

(>1'1 r. '-,111Ith. a-,istant ,.;ignal supen 1,0 , B"stoll &
:\laine. Concord, }.;. E" replie~s as follows: \ c 11", ago
we expenenced considerable trouble due to frost collt'et
ing in <;ignal cases. switch circuit col1troller~. hatter)
shelters, etc.. bnt at the present tIme we are !Itt Ie hoth
ered with frost trouble, Thi, improvemcnt is the more
striking when il: is recognized that a 30-deg. drl'1p il;
temperature within 24 hours is not tl11usnal l'lent' 01

ventilation is the h6t preventive. \\ hen this dol'- not
sUllin:. we LIse kl'rns('ne in 'I shallow dish placed 11151<1<.'

he ca'l', The maintainel' call also wipl' signal I H'eh
Ir isn , with a clo h damped with kerosl"le, () 1 lim
~t)k B sl'naphl'1rc", bdter \entilation can 1)l', stCLl~'ll

Jy ;'aisll1" Ih pinnack Oil top of the sIgnal. In 1'1 r1.llg'
,.;mall II nod hloc' "."

Diredion of traffic~
"Q 2t b J? It51? Jt

tuted yellow in the lower unit, but have left the yel
low light in the top unit. In signal 3 I have substi
tuted yellow in the lower unit. The circuit is so
designed that in case of a lamp failure in any unit,
the remaining unit will repeat the indication of the
other unit, or it will give a more restrictive color
light aspect. In this scheme the lise of red is elim
inated for all high and intermediate speeds. The
circuit shown is comparatively economical to install
as the wiring is practically uniform at each signal
location. This circuit can be applied to A.P.B. con
trol on single track, by the addition of a stick relay
and other slight changes.

How To Reduce Frost Trouble
"How do you prevent failures Oil account of frost 011

euntacts. comJllutators, etc.?"

Proper Ventilation of Cases Will Help

By R. B. WORKMAN
S: al lain dInLl Ch;cago, flurlington & Quine} Omaha '\ b.

A. I I. moving parts of ~l signal mechanism ~h uld b~

n thof'Jug-hly cle:lnecl in the latc fall. an I signal
'r echanism ca es hould be prPl'erly vCl'tilated, \
go rl way to d J this is tn install two 1 in. pIpe elbow~

with ~creelled i'llets, one on the lower side i the
'ase and the other on the upper side. The~e opening-s
\I ill pn vide an air draft and wIll tend to prevent
frost from collecting on the contacts and CQmpluta
tors ot the signal motor, This scheme has been tried
out in the territory along the ~Iissouri river pear

"/1-' a' SP' lUI ill '1 ods d y " us,' t start' I" • t r
ar il c Id Zi:cat;l,'1' .,

Pre-Heating of Spark Plug Points Will Help

Bv I{ B \\ OJ.tK!L[""
:->, n I [ 1 lllam ~ , (h:C"I;<', Budin t n &. U

()lllilh", :\e11,

A J_ ~nOI)r car" sll'J'I.hl ' t equipped \"ilh an 1m, f1,d
pnme,', so as te lorce gas mto the cyltndt". III 1

vapol'1ztd form. \\ hen an engine is primed IIlth ~n

oil can. t.he rail "'as tends to foul the "park plug",. The
next step is to ~(Jve the car until the ig-nition time
contact pin closes the circuit. Then close the coa,;tel~

valve and the ignition switch and let the ignition circuit
operate for abollt 15 sec. This action will call.<e the
ignition point, on the spark plug to becom~ heate(1. The
next step is to flood the carbltretor, or If a prtmer IS

provided, gIve the engine three or fom "shots" 'Ji ,;as
fro111 the Jlrimer
-\\'hen all of thIS has !Jel'n dnne. open the C(Ja t
,md ;/ve the mol or (ar a (u' ck and vigorous sho\ aLII

,1 half- ail I, ngth. The car 'l1u,t have enollg'h 1 In '1
'urn ,r that ;t will 'urn the engine over at 1,( 1[,

or "our tiMes afte the ope 'ator jumps on hoa,t TJ,
operator "nould I'unp L'l the car before clo iug' thl.
coaster va1\'e tn order to ge- more traction beh\ePll th~
rails and the \\hepls, This "5 particularly des;r -h' on
<lippen raib.

\ \ 'hen the cold g, ~ readles the combustiot' C la'11ber
and come~ in contact v\ ilh the spark plugs, it ,aporize,
tree! and inside of a few engine revolutions the eng-In,
,yill 'fire and continue irregularly until it is runpmg


